
Introduction

• Spring phenology of temperate trees is mainly determined 
by chilling conditions in winter for breaking dormancy and 
forcing conditions in spring for bud-break and flowering.

• Hypothesis: Warming in winter may extend the dormancy 
period leading to later bud development, while warming in 
spring will result in early flowering due to accelerated heat 
accumulation. Spring warming effect for advancing flowering 
time could be compensated by winter warming.

Materials and Methods

• Temperature data and Yoshino cherry (Prunus × yedoensis) 
blossom records: along a latitude gradient of locations in 
Japan (1952-2019) and Washington D.C. in the United States 
(1937-2019). 

• Four contrastive winter and spring mean temperature 
combinations, cold winter-cold spring (CC), cold winter-
warm spring (CW), warm winter-cold spring (WC) and warm 
winter-warm spring (WW) were classified from temperature 
data.

• Winter and spring warming effects were tested by advance 
(-) or delay (+) of bloom dates per degree changes of winter 
and spring mean temperature.

Results
Table 1  Average cherry blossom dates, the temperature warming effects on bloom 

dates (ANOVA) and spring and winter warming effects (two-way ANOVA) in 
four climatically contrastive years at different locations
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Fig. 1  Winter warming effects followed by cold (top left) and warm (top right) spring, spring warming 
effects after cold (bottom left) and warm winter (bottom right) along the latitude gradient. 
Positive change of bloom dates means delay and negative means advance. 

Fig. 2  Net (winter + spring) warming effects in four climatically contrastive years along the latitude 
gradient. Positive change of bloom dates means delay and negative means advance. 

Conclusions
• Warmer spring temperatures advance flowering at all latitudes.
• Warmer winter temperatures have significant effect at lower 

latitudes, but no effect at high latitudes
• The effect of spring warming is stronger than winter warming.
• Spring warming effect for advancing flowering time could be 

compensated by winter warming.
• Winter and spring warming have differential effects on the 

timing of cherry blossoms across a latitudinal gradient.
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